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Geochemical observations of the eucrite and diogenite meteorites, together with observations made by NASA’s 
Dawn spacecraft, suggest that Vesta resembles H chondrites in bulk chemical composition, possibly with about 25% 
of a CM-chondrite like composition added in [1]. For this model, the core is 15% by mass (or 8 volume %) of the 
asteroid. The abundances of moderately siderophile elements (Ni, Co, Mo, W, and P) in eucrites require that essen-
tially all of the metallic phase in Vesta segregated to form a core prior to eucrite solidification [2, 3].  
Melting in the Fe-Ni-S system begins at a cotectic temperature of ~940 C [4, 5]. Only about 40% of the total 
metal phase, or 3-4 volume % of Vesta, melts prior to the onset of silicate melting. Liquid iron in solid silicate ini-
tially forms isolated pockets of melt; connected melt channels, which are necessary if the metal is to segregate from 
the silicate, are only possible when the metal phase exceeds about 5 volume % [6, 7]. Thus, metal segregation to 
form a core does not occur prior to the onset of silicate melting. 
Silicate melting begins at 1100-1150 C [8], and silicate melt can efficiently migrate along grain boundaries by 
Darcy flow. However, the ability of silicate melt and liquid metal drops to segregate depends on the metal drop size. 
The likely initial size of melt droplets is set by the size of the kamacite and troilite grains in the solid metal. The 
mean grain sizes in several H6 chondrites are 3510 m (kamacite) and 258 m (troilite) [9]. The initial Stokes 
flow velocities for such small metal-sulfide drops are less than 10-6 m/year. At this stage of evolution, the metal liq-
uid is unable to efficiently segregate from the silicate liquid. The molten metal-sulfide is immiscible in the silicate 
liquid and effectively forms an emulsion of 20-50 micron metal drops in the silicate liquid. Due to the small initial 
size of the metal drops, the timescale for achieving chemical equilibrium between liquid metal and liquid silicate is 
very short, so the observed concentrations of moderately siderophile elements in the eucrites are easily achieved. 
Due to the relatively low viscosity of the silicate magma at high melt fraction (~107 Pa-s for 40% silicate partial 
melt, ~10 Pa-s for > 60% silicate partial melt), the silicate magma ocean will convect in the soft turbulent regime 
[10]. At small metal drop sizes, the Stokes flow sinking velocity is overwhelmed by the magma ocean’s convective 
flow, keeping the metal suspended in the magma ocean. However, there will be a spectrum of metal drop sizes, and 
larger drops sink more rapidly than smaller drops. Thus, there will be collisions among the metal drops, resulting in 
gradual growth of the drops to larger sizes. Once the 
metal drops reach ~10 cm in diameter, their Stokes 
velocities are comparable to the magma ocean con-
vective velocity and metal can sink as iron rain 
through the silicate magma ocean to form a core (Fig. 
1). Metal drops of this size are stable against break-up 
due to viscous forces applied to the metal drop [11]. 
We are modeling drop growth with a bubble coales-
cence model [12]. The speed with which metal drops 
grow is likely to be the rate-limiting step for the for-
mation of the core and thus the efficiency of this pro-
cess may be constrained by Hf-W isotopes [13, 14]. 
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Figure 1: Magma ocean convection velocity (blue) and metal 
sinking velocities for several different size metal drops as a 
function of silicate melt fraction in a magma ocean.  
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